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Welcome
e are proud to unveil our newly redesigned
Enjoy magazine. Bold, bright, modern
and clean. That was the goal and I think
we achieved it. Thanks in no small part to a new
addition to our team, Jacob Newton. Jake brings
a wealth of design expertise to Enjoy. Trained as a
digital journalist, Jake redesigned the magazine to
reflect what’s trending.

We’re also proud to introduce Cynthia Jaffe, a nurse
practitioner, to the writing team. She will start
contributing to our newly-created Health section
to offer timely advice and healthy suggestions.
From gardening tips to home décor, Enjoy is
evolving. Its content offerings are expanding and
we hope you enjoy these new additions.
Please drop us a line and let us know how we’re
doing.
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1690: The first
American newspaper,
Publick Occurrences
Both Foreign and
Domestick, prints its
only issue.
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1935: George Gershwin
completed the score
for one of the first
American operas
Porgy and Bess.
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1911: Poet Guillaume
Apollinaire was jailed
on suspicion of stealing
Leonardo da Vinci’s
Mona Lisa.
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1908: The U.S.
automaker General
Motors was created
in Flint, Michigan by
William C. Durant.

2004: Oprah Winfrey
gives 276 audience
members new Pontiac
G-6 sedans.
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1893: New Zealand
becomes the first selfgoverning country to
grant all women the
right to vote.
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1969: Episode one
of the Brady Bunch
is aired where Mike
and Carol bring the
gang along on their
honeymoon.

22
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Rosh Hashana

27

The first labor day

28
Good Neighbor Day

29
1789: The United States
Army was created by
Congress.

30
Yom Kippur

September 5, 1882 — Some 10,000 workers assembled in New York City to participate in America’s first Labor Day
parade. The celebration was eagerly organized and executed by New York’s Central Labor Union, an umbrella group
made up of representatives from many local unions. Debate continues to this day as to who originated the idea of a
workers’ holiday, but it definitely emerged from the ranks of organized labor at a time when they wanted to demonstrate the strength of their burgeoning movement and inspire improvements in their working conditions. In 1894,
Congress passed legislation making Labor Day a national holiday. Today, Labor Day is associated less with union
activities and protest marches and more with summer’s last hurrah. — THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
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SMOKED SALMON SPREAD

Smoky
goodness

Ingredients
6 oz. smoked salmon
2 tbs. fresh chives
1 tbs. fresh dill
¼ cup capers (drained)
1 lemon (zest & juice)
8 oz. cream cheese

by Chrystal Caruthers

½ cup sour cream

Smoked salmon isn’t just for breakfast. With this easyto-make salmon spread, you can enjoy all the smoky
goodness of wild-caught salmon without forking over
a wad of cash. Buy pre-packaged smoked salmon to
save money. This recipe combines all the goodness of
bagels and lox in just a few easy steps.

1 tsp. horseradish (cream)
1/3 cup red onion
1 cucumber
½ tsp. kosher salt

Directions
1 Roughly chop the
herbs – dill and
chives – and onion.
2 Cut the cucumber
into small chunks
and zest the lemon.
3 Add all ingredients
to your food
processor plus
a teaspoon of
freshly-squeezed
lemon juice. Blend
until smooth.
4 Serve with warm
French bread,
bagel chips or
crackers. Enjoy!
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L’ELIXIR DE CERISE

The
Cherry
Elixir

by Chrystal Caruthers

As the weather turns from summer to fall, our
cocktails should reflect. Here, we mix luscious
cherries with one of the oldest liqueurs around,
Chartreuse, made by monks since 1737. Paired
with Square One Basil Vodka, this herbal libation
is sure to prep the palate for seasonal savories.

Ingredients

½ cup Frozen cherries
¾ oz. Yellow
Chartreuse
½ in. Raw sugarcane

1 oz. Square One
Basil Vodka
Fresh lime juice
Ice

Directions

Once you have all your
ingredients prepared
in front of you:

1 Muddle thawed
cherries and cut
sugarcane.
2 Add lime juice,
vodka, Chartreuse
and ice.
3 Stir. Strain into
high-ball glass.

ty’s tips
SEPTEMBER TIPS FROM

TY PENNINGTON

7 KITCHEN
RENOVATION
BLUNDERS
TO AVOID
INTERIOR DESIGN STAR

Is your kitchen bringing you down? Get out the blueprints and roll up your sleeves—it’s time
to renovate! Kitchen remodeling projects are fraught with risk and reward, eyepopping
results and money-sucking pitfalls. Avoid these seven classic mistakes to make sure your
renovation is on time, on budget and on point.
CONTRIBUTED BY

Nick Van Heest, based on tips from Ty Pennington Design Team
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ty’s tips

Bigger isn’t
always better
Sink, stove, refrigerator. The three
busiest areas of your kitchen should
be positioned in a triangle to form
the most efficient workflow. The
goal should be to create a work
zone. Everything should be within easy reach with as few steps or
blockages as possible. Big kitchens
are great, but efficient space is
better.

Plan for efficiency
A little reorganization and restructuring can transform a small galley
kitchen into a highly functional
chef’s dream. From drawer dividers and pantry pullouts to deeper
cabinets and a Lazy Susan, storage
add-ons maximize your kitchen’s
working capacity. Remember, you
can never have too much storage
space.

Supersize surface area
You know what’s frustrating? Desperately searching for a place to
set that scalding pan amid a sea
of clutter. Counter space is a key
element of your kitchen, so don’t
settle for inches when you really
need at feet. A good rule of thumb,
give yourself three different coun-

tertop areas with at least 4-feet of
space on each.

Stick with your budget
A kitchen remodel can be as inexpensive as replacing the handles on
your cabinets to gutting it all and
starting anew. Create a budget.
Get several estimates from highly
recommended general contractors and most importantly, ask for
discounts! Every contractor negotiates. Don’t be afraid to ask for
overstock items from their previous
job or find a local upcycling facility
that sells used cabinets, countertops and tile. But remember, every
project runs into pitfalls. As a rule
of thumb, know that will cost 30%
more and take 25% longer than
expected.

Choose wisely
Choose your new refrigerator
and dishwasher before settling
on cabinets and countertops. It’s
much easier to arrange your kitchen around the dimensions of your
appliances than vice versa.

Don’t overlook
the backs & tops
It’s all about the backsplash. Designed to protect the wall behind
your stove and countertop, the

backsplash is your chance to create
eye-level appeal. Play with color
and patterns—use different shades
of the same tone to give your backsplash a classy, cohesive look. Don’t
take your kitchen for granite— yes,
I intended to do that — invest in
a quartz countertop to give your
space some extra pizzazz and
durability. While granite is naturally
imperfect and susceptible to cracks
and bacteria, quartz countertops
are engineered and designed for
low-maintenance kitchen conditions.

Stop waiting to exhale
Don’t forget to breathe. No matter
how much you plan and prepare,
renovations can surprise you with
all sorts of unforeseen complications and expenses. It’s happened
to me and it can happen to you!
When things go off-script, stay
patient and focus on the end
result. You’re not just renovating
your kitchen—you’re transforming
your life. Get pumped about your
new and improved kitchen experience. This remodel will last you for
many years to come and increase
the overall value of your home.
And don’t forget to document the
process. Everyone loves dramatic
before-and-after photos.
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Echinacea

garden
lifestyle

Native to the eastern
United States, this
purple flower can
grow 5 feet tall in full
sun. Echinacea is said
to boost the immune
system while reducing
cold symptoms and
alleviating pain.

Lemon
Verbena
2

In addition to its longlasting lemon scent,
this herb is said to be
a fever reducer. Easy
to grow, this herb
is also tasty in fresh
salads.
3

Feverfew

As the name implies,
this plant has been
used for centuries
to treat fevers and
headaches. With
its small daisy-like
flowers, this invasive
bush can flourish
indoors or out.
4

1

Give health,
plant tea
A CONTAINER GARDEN FILLED WITH YOUR
CUSTOM BLEND CAN MAKE A GENEROUS GIFT
by Chrystal Caruthers

N

othing soothes a sickness like a cup of hot herbal tea. Next time
your loved one comes down with something, surprise them with a
homemade container garden filled with blooming herbs they can
cut and dry as needed for the perfect cup.

Rose Hips

Rich in vitamin C, rose
hips contain the seeds
of the rose plant. Best
used fresh, rose hips
are the round portion
of the rose just below
the petals.
5

Lemon Balm

A member of the mint
family, this ancient
herb helps soothe an
upset stomach and
body aches. With its
pleasant lemon smell,
lemon balm grows
best in rich, welldrained soil.
6

Peppermint

Perfect for containers,
this rapidly spreading
plant needs moist but
well-drained soil and
full sun. This herb has
a calming effect and
aids digestion.

7

Hyssop

8

10

garden

Known to soothe coughs
and heal respiratory
conditions, hyssop fights
infection and improves
circulation. This flowering
herb produces spikes of
blue, pink or red flowers
that attract pollinators.
Perfect for outdoor
gardens, this plant can
grow in a large container
to accommodate
extensive root systems.

Lavender

Fragrant, low maintenance
plant that prefers alkalinerich soil. Lavender needs
lots of light and warm
temperatures. In addition
to its beloved aroma,
lavender is said to improve
sleep and reduce anxiety.

Calendula

This orange flower adds
a spicy taste to stews and
broths, but it is also known
to stimulate the immune
system. Adaptable and
hardy, this annual blooms
from spring to fall.
10

Yarrow

This flowering herb is
virtually care-free. It’s
known to reduce high
fevers and treat minor
wounds and cramping
muscles. Yarrow needs full
sun and thrives in welldrained soil.
11

3

5

Chamomile

Commonly used as
an anti-inflammatory,
this herb soothes pain
while fighting bacterial
infections. Best of all,
it also gives your hair
a silkier look and feel.
Growing chamomile is
easy—it’s drought-tolerant
and likes shade. Russian
chamomile is a creeping
ground cover while
Roman chamomile grows
upright.
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BERLIN

THE CAPITAL OF

COOL
By Nick Van Heest

Stunning street art. Nonstop nightlife. Gorgeous green space. Berlin
is a city where you can be anyone you want to be. Devastated by
World War II bombing raids and torn apart by Cold War occupation,
Germany’s capital has resurrected itself as an enclave for artists,
musicians and entrepreneurs. With five full days to experience
Berlin, we set out to traverse the city and unravel its mysteries.

STREET STYLE
Berlin is packed with renowned
tourist attractions—Checkpoint
Charlie, Berlin Wall, Brandenburg
Gate—but its heart and soul is
soaked in spray paint. After the
country reunified in 1990, artists
flocked to East Berlin to give its
abandoned buildings and dreary
walls a shot of color. We explored
the city’s iconic street art and graffiti
at Haus Schwarzenberg, a courtyard
exploding with tags and murals,
and the East Side Gallery, a nearly
mile-long section of the Berlin Wall
covered with 105 paintings as an
international memorial for freedom.
Nothing pairs better with jaw-dropping street art than mouthwatering street food. After the tour, we
grabbed a bite at Mustafa’s, Berlin’s
favorite döner kebab joint. Crispy
pita bread, tender chicken shavings, grilled veggies, goat cheese
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crumbles and a squeeze of lemon—
heavenly! With a massive Turkish
population, Berlin’s countless döner
kebab stands are a popular choice
for lunch, dinner or a 3 a.m. snack.

PARTY CITY

scores of disco balls, this is
the perfect place to have a
flirty conversation or zone out
watching the lights dance to
the beat.

Berliners have a reputation for
starting the party late and making
merry until well into the following
day. Even the trendiest establishments stay empty until around
midnight.We embarked on a bar
crawl to visit a few of the city’s hidden and not-so-hidden gems:

• Klunkerkranich: Hidden on
top of a shopping mall parking
garage, this outdoor bar offers
live jazz music and breathtaking
views of the sunset over the
Berlin skyline. From personal
experience, it’s also a great
place to drink way too much
white wine.

• Monkey Bar: Watch monkeys
swing from tree to tree at this
cocktail bar overlooking the
Berlin Zoo. Monkey Bar’s best
view is from the restroom’s allglass windows!

• Dr. Pong: this lowkey ping pong
bar offers a house party vibe,
clouds of secondhand smoke
and endless rounds of “Around
the World.” Grab a paddle from
the bar and join in.

• Zu mir oder zu dir (Your place
or mine?): Cozy couches, dim
red lighting, trance music,

At the end of the night, our barcrawl guide took us to a soulless
strip club—much to the delight of

the single men in the group and
the chagrin of the middle-aged
married couples.

GREEN SPACE
After a few days in the concrete
jungle, we sorely needed a countryside escape. Fortunately, Berlin is brimming with lush forests,
velvet meadows and sparkling
lakes—nearly 50% of its city limits
are green space or water. We took
the S-Bahn (aboveground railway)
to the Grunewald Forest on the
outskirts of the city to hike through
dense woods and relax beside the
placid Havel River.
Berlin is a hotbed of cosmopolitan
culture and counterculture. It’s a
city with a tragic past and a strobelit future. Jack Lang, former Cultural
Minister of France, summed up the
city perfectly: “Paris is always Paris
and Berlin is never Berlin.”

travel

(L-R) East Side Gallery—
the longest open-air
gallery in the world is
located in the trendy
borough of Kreuzberg in
Berlin. Artists have used
vibrant colors to make
intricate designs along
the walls. Murals hang
at Haus Schwarzenburg,
including a colorful
portrait of a smiling Anne
Frank. PHOTOS BY NICK VAN HEEST
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CAN
POPPING
PAIN
KILLERS
KILL YOU?
By Cynthia Jaffe • nurse practitioner

N

ew research raises doubts over the long-term effects
of over-the-counter pain relievers, including ibuprofen,
naproxen and diclofenac—also known as NSAIDs.
Historically, these readily accessible pain relievers were associated
with very low risks. Not anymore. Research published in the British
Medical Journal concludes that people with high blood pressure
or a history of heart disease put themselves at risk of a heart attack
after just a few days of NSAIDs use.
Although the effects of dose size,
treatment length and different
types of NSAIDs were unclear, last
year’s study was a surprising warning of the health consequences and
side effects of a drug previously
thought to be relatively harmless.

So, what does it mean?

“NSAIDs can cause water and
sodium retention,” said Dr. Michele
Bally of the University of Montreal.
“This can lead to small changes in
your blood pressure. But even small
increases (as little as 2-3 mmHg)*
over time can be enough to trigger
a heart attack.”

But it is important to remember
that using NSAIDs does not necessarily put you at greater risk than
someone who doesn’t.

For the millions of people who regularly take over-the-counter pain
medications for headaches, menstrual cramps and back pain, the
results of the study sound alarming.

Your risk depends on various
well-understood factors that are
likely to have much more of an im-

pact than using high-dose NSAIDs
to relieve short-term pain.
“Your absolute heart attack risk depends on many factors, like family
history, blood pressure, cholesterol,
whether you smoke or if you have
diabetes,” said Bally.

Should I throw
out my Naproxen?
Not necessarily, but do think twice.
If you have high blood pressure or
history of cardiovascular disease,
you may want to consider other
options before taking high-dose
NSAIDs.
If you must use a NSAID pain reliever, take the lowest possible dose for
the shortest possible time.
My advice: ask your physician to
identify whether over-the-counter pain medications put you at an
elevated risk. Also ask your doctor
to weigh risks vs. benefits and to
clarify safe dosages.

of American adults
have high blood
pressure, according
to the Centers for
Disease Control
and Prevention.

Acupuncture: A traditional
Chinese treatment in which fine
filiform needles are inserted into
the body; acupuncture works by
stimulating and relieving muscles.
Acupuncture can be effective
for many conditions, including
neck pain, back pain, headaches,
Sciatica and other conditions.
Dry needling: Also known as
myofascial acupuncture or sports
acupuncture, dry needling can be
an effective short-term technique
for chronic hip and joint pain.

Research shows yoga can help
people with arthritis, fibromyalgia,
migraine, low back pain and
many other types of chronic pain
conditions.
Meditation and mindfulness:
Mindfulness meditation is a mindbody technique that combines
breathing with a reduction in
physical sensations. It can be a
moderately effective approach for
pain relief.

Moist heat or ice pack: A
general rule of thumb is to use
ice for painful acute injuries,
inflammation and swelling. Use
heat for muscle pain and stiffness.

Cognitive-behavioral therapy
(CBT): Cognitive-behaviorial
therapists believe individuals
create their own experiences—pain
included. By changing thoughts
and behavior, people can change
their awareness of pain. They may
also develop coping skills that
allow them to function, even if the
actual level of pain stays the same.

Yoga: Yoga is a mind-body
technique and exercise practice
that combines breath control,
meditation and movements to
stretch and strengthen muscles.

Topical stimulants: Capsaicin or
menthol creams can be applied
to the skin to stimulate then
decrease the intensity of pain
signals in that part of the body.

Understanding
blood pressure
Blood pressure readings are two
numbers: systolic, the pressure
when the heart contracts; and
diastolic, the pressure when the
heart refills with blood. Ideally,
people over age 20 should have
a blood pressure of less than
120/80.
190
180

High

170

Systolic blood pressure

Natural Alternatives
to Pain Killers

160
150
140
130
120
110

Pre-high
Ideal

100
90
80
70

Low
40

50

60

70

80

90

Diastolic blood pressure

Source: American Heart Association
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IT’S TIME TO GET AN
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ALARM CLOCK
By Chrystal Caruthers

The rise of the smartphone has signaled the end of trusty, old alarm clocks. I miss mine.
Reliable, legible, functional. What worked flawlessly has been replaced by a phone as
temperamental as a greenhouse orchid. Sometimes new advances place more value on
mobility than utility. I want my old alarm clock back! With its blaring tone and annoying
blue light; I miss its presence. I miss looking up and knowing instantly what time it is,
rather than reaching for my iPhone, pressing buttons, squinting without my glasses to
read the time—all without waking up. I want a clock that will take a lickin’ and keep on
ticking! So, here’s my list of potential alarm clock replacements.

Cube

$10 at Walmart.com

For around the cost
of a Venti latte,
you can buy this
minimalist cube. It
displays the time
and temperature
and comes in four
different finishes:
bamboo, black,
brown and white.

Witwatia

$50 at Amazon.com

Part alarm clock,
part conversation
piece, the Witwatia
Pressure Sensitive Alarm Clock
only stops when
you stand on it for
more than three
seconds. Made of
memory foam, this
on-the-floor clock
displays the time at
the touch of a toe.
Funky!

Philips Wake
up light
$112 at Amazon.com

Wake up to the sun,
or at least a simulated sunrise. With
the Philips Wake-Up
Light, you wake-up
gradually. Philips
advertises that it
improves sleep,
energy and well-being.

Tumbler

$192 at Wayfair.com

On trend, this brass
alarm clock swivels
and twirls on its cylindrical bottom. A
Danish design, you
turn the clock upside down to silence
the alarm.

Round
Alarm Clock

$400 at Tiffany & Co.

A classic. The Tiffany
round alarm clock
provides quartz
movement in a 2.75”
diameter. Stylish,
spendy and timeless.
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Apply online —
when you want,
where you want.
With the world’s first Digital Mortgage, get a real approval*
in only a few minutes, then securely upload and digitally
sign documents prior to closing.

Contact the Guaranteed Rate Loan Officer
on the back of this issue to learn more.
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